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Abstract 
This thesis examines the construction of ideology in three public speeches held by the Secretary 

of the Iranian Supreme National Security Council (SNSC) Ali Shamkhani. Shamkhani’s position 

makes him one of the most powerful public officials in Iran, with vast influence over domestic 

and international security matters, including over Iran’s nuclear negotiations. This thesis presents 

theories on discourse analysis as ideology analysis, which enables identification of linguistical 

ideologization. With this theory as backdrop, three speeches with varying content and context are 

analysed in order to determine whether or not Shamkhani is constructing ideology in them. 

Political officials are arguably expected to ideologize speeches to a certain extent. Even though 

Shamkhani enjoys a similar seniority as many politicians, Shamkhani’s position remains formally 

apolitical, which makes it is interesting to analysis his speeches. Linguistic analyses of public 

speeches in Iran are rarely deployed when attempting to understand the Islamic Republic but 

given the attention Iranian officials themselves ascribe their language, a discourse analysis of what 

they say might disclose otherwise hidden qualities in their communications. Through the 

speeches’ diverse content in written, orally formal and orally colloquial Farsi, it was possible not 

only to establish that Shamkhani uses discourse to construct ideology but also to what extent this 

is done, depending on modes of communication.  

 

Keywords: Iran, Persian, Supreme National Security Council, Ali Shamkhani, discourse analysis, 

ideology analysis, speech, national security 
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1. Introduction  
The Supreme National Security Council (SNSC, Farsi; یلم تینما یلاع یاروش ) of Iran plays a pivotal 

role in articulating Iranian national security policies. Its purpose of “safeguarding the national interest 

and preserving the Iranian revolution” was set in Chapter XIII, Article 176 of the 1989 revision of the 

Iranian constitution and today, its mission permeates the republic’s cultural and academic spheres 

and more prominently, its foreign and domestic security agenda. Internationally, the Council’s 

most noticeable role is shaping Iran’s nuclear program.  

 

The SNSC’s role as an authority of the Islamic Republic’s revolutionary identity has given it a 

unique position. The communication of its senior officials can be seen as having three recipients. 

It aims at demonstrating its position towards other governmental agencies. Well aware that its 

communications are being monitored by foreign entities, it is a propaganda tool to consolidate 

the country’s official positions. Perhaps most important, the SNSC communique shows the 

Iranian public where the country’s senior leadership stands (Tabatabai 2020). The Council’s 

communication can be seen as a generator of national identity and consolidator of ideology.  

 

Ideology, a system of ideas and ideals, tend to be the point of reference on which actions, 

individual as well as state, are justified. As idea and ideal, ideology is constructed by opinions, 

beliefs and convictions. The Islamic Republic of Iran was founded on these principles. The 

revolutionary ideology which in many ways is the foundation of today’s political Iran is, however, 

not constructed by offices, organizations or authorities per se, but by people. Behind laws, which 

can be seen as the operational result of ideology, lies language and communication which in turn 

transmits Iran’s revolutionary ideals. As seen, language can neatly be used as a carrier of ideology 

through discourse (van Dijk 1995a).  

 

Iran’s national security strategy is thoroughly scrutinized by scholars, politicians and iranologist. 

However, linguistical analysis of official communications are often neglected. Anchoring and 

legitimizing a message within a population requires not only rhetorical skills but also an 

understanding of the national psyche as it is and where one aims it to be. A better understanding 

of how security entities linguistically shape ideology could increase awareness of the Farsi 

language as a discursive tool. For this reason, this thesis will provide a discourse analysis of the 

speeches in Farsi, which means that this study will focus on how the speeches are linguistically 

structured and why the compositions of those look like they do. This approach will hopefully 

shed new light on topics otherwise investigated within other fields.  
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2. Purpose and Research Question 
The purpose of this thesis is to investigate whether or not ideology is expressed and constructed 

in the speeches presented by the Secretary of the Supreme National Security Council Ali 

Shamkhani. To determine this, three speeches will be analyzed. The speeches are held at various 

occasions and for different purposes.  

 

The first speech is related to the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPoA) or “the nuclear 

deal”, in which Iran seized uranium enrichment in return for US sanctions relief (Arms Control 

Association 2021). The second speech concerns human rights in Iran. Both the first and the 

second speech are presented orally. No written transcriptions have been found for either of them 

during the course of this thesis. The third speech was held during a commemoration of a late 

religious leader who played a significant role during the Iran-Iraq war (1980-1988). This speech 

was presented in its entirety through Iranian news agency Mehr News (Mehr News 20 December 

2018). It should be noted that the oral speeches are fragmented. However, as discussed in 

Chapter 7, they contain enough material in order to determine whether or not ideology is 

constructed.  

 

Although Shamkhani has had several prominent positions in Iran’s security apparatus, he has not 

been a frequent public figure and only on rare occasions did he let himself be interviewed, despite 

having had two ministerial positions (The Iran Primer 2013). The fact that he is rather publicly 

elusive makes it particularly interesting to analyze what he says on the few occasions he appears 

in public. 

 

Ideology as a phenomenon is usually studied by scholars of political science, sociology or 

jurisprudence. Ideology is also of particular interest for academics and public officials interested 

in Iran’s official and revolutionary nature and the links between ideology and practical outcome. 

Political discourses in language remain important tools when shaping and consolidating ideology 

(van Dijk 1995b, p. 24). A linguistical approach will hopefully shed light from a new angle on 

ideology in Iranian politico military speeches. Thus, my research question is as follows:  

 

Is Ali Shamkhani linguistically constructing ideology in his speeches? If so, to what extent? 
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3. Background 
3.1  The Supreme National Security Council  

The year 1989 was the first year that the Islamic Republic saw some stability. The turbulence of 

revolution and the Iran-Iraq war had come to an end. In June that year, the first Supreme Leader 

of Iran, Ruhollah Khomeini (1900-1989) passed away. As Ali Khamenei (1939-) succeeded 

Khomeini as Supreme Leader, the country implemented a widespread security reform, including 

replacing the Supreme Defense Council (SDC) with SNSC. The SNSC’s main objective was to 

lead and organize security and military matters and streamlining national security decision-

making. Whereas the SDC comprised the political and military leadership of Iran, the SNSC 

included all senior officials of the executive, legislative and juridical branches, as well 

representatives of all military and paramilitary entities of the country (Tabatabai 2020, pp. 250-

251). Chapter XIII, article 176 of the reformed Iranian constitution stipulates the purpose and 

operational framework of the SNSC. In broad terms, the SNSC determines the defense and 

national security policies, coordinate political, cultural and economic activities and exploit 

materialistic and intellectual resources (The Iranian Constitution, Chapter XIII, article 176). Even 

though the Supreme Leader has the final say of security related matters, the Secretary of the 

Council sways great influence over the country’s security strategy. Shamkhani assumed his 

position as Secretary on 10 September 2013. Prior to that, he served as Minister of Defense from 

1997 to 2005, after which he was appointed director of the Iranian Armed Forces’ Center for 

Strategic Studies where he served until he was appointed his current role (The Iran Primer 2013). 

A full list of SNSC members is presented in Appendix A.  

 

3.2 Discourse analysis as ideology analysis  

Discourse analysis as ideology analysis is a pivotal tool when attempting to understand how 

language can make certain views or opinions break through in the public debate, and why others 

are rejected almost at first sight (van Dijk 1995a). Language is arguably the most powerful mode 

of transportation for ideas to a wider audience. When the written word joined the spoken word 

as means of communication, its speed of influence was greatly accelerated, and texts could 

endure both time and space. Thanks to technological developments, speeches and the spoken 

word are today easily available through mass scale video and sound recordings on the Internet.  

 

Ideology analysis through discourses has proven to play an essential role when attempting to 

understand how language affects actions. In 2020, George Washington University research fellow 

Haroro J Ingram, Professor Craig Whiteside of United States Naval War College and Kings 
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College London’s senior research fellow Charlie Winter published The ISIS Reader: Milestone Texts 

of the Islamic State Movement (Ingram, Whiteside and Winter 2020). The study presents an in-dept 

analysis of speeches made by the Islamic State leadership from the terror organization’s embryo 

in 1994 till its principal demise in 2019. They present convincing evidence that the speeches 

played a major role in the influence campaign that ideologized the social fabric of the Iraqi Sunni 

minority (Ingram et al 2020, p. 6). They present arguments that the ideologized discourse of the 

speeches gave the organization “religious and legal credibility” (Ingram et al 2020, p. 7). As seen in 

Chapter 4.2 in this thesis when discussing tools for ideologizing discourses in speeches, previous 

leader of Islamist terror organization Jama’at al Tawhid wal Jihad and senior Al Qaida member 

Abu Musab al-Zarqawi (1966-2006) deployed the use of outgroup responsibility for negative 

actions when lamenting Muslims who chose the comfort of their own lives, before the well-being 

of the Muslim community at large. Al Zarqawi’s speech “replicated a pattern of idealizing martyrdom, a 

key tactic…for suicide bombing as a terror tactic” (Ingram et al 2020, pp. 21-30, 33-34). By searching for 

ideology discourse through discourse analysis, it is possible to better understand violent 

radicalization. This method should also enable a better understanding how language is used to 

convince and encourage one another and how individuals and states interact with each other.  

 

3.3 Demarcations 

This thesis aims at identifying whether or not Ali Shamkhani is constructing ideology in his 

speeches, and it does comment on whether or not Ali Shamkhani has written his own speeches 

or used a speech writer. Farsi has a significant amount of loan words from Arabic and the use of 

Arabic loan words in Farsi is an ongoing cultural and political discussions. While the deployment 

of specific words is important in discourse analysis, this study will not examine why or why not 

certain Arabic loan words are used. Political implications of public speeches are both interesting 

and important to study. However, this is a purely linguistic thesis and non-linguistic analyses are 

better conducted by scholars of other fields. Should speeches be ideologized, this thesis will 

unfortunately not provide a deeper discussion on which topics that are being subjected to 

ideological discourse or possible reasons why. 
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4. Theory 
4.1 Previous research 

Previous research on construction of ideology through discourse has been conducted, albeit not 

explicitly. Speeches held by the senior cadre of Iranian officials are often thoroughly scrutinized 

by think tanks, research institutes and governments. These studies tend to focus on political 

content rather than linguistic discourse. For example, Israeli Armed Forces major Omer Camri 

did an exhaustive analysis of Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei’s 8th of January 2021 speech through 

the US pro-Israel think-tank The Washington Institute for Near Eastern Policies (Camri 2021). 

In the analysis, Camri highlights a section of the speech where Supreme Leader Khamenei is 

quoted as saying that the forthcoming Iranian president should be “competent”, “faithful” and a 

“justice seeker” (Camri 2021). As seen in Chapter 4.2, Camri deployed tools from ideology 

discourse as discourse analysis when analyzing the speech but did so with a sociological approach 

and less of a linguistic one.  

 

In No Conquest, No Defeat: Iran’s National Security Strategy, senior research scholar on Iran at 

Columbia University, Ariane Tabatabai argues that the Islamic Republic of Iran’s security strategy 

(on which the SNSC exhorts significant influence) is not bound by its revolutionary content, and 

she traces the country’s strategy back to the Qajar dynasty 1789-1925 (Tabatabai 2020). Tabatabai 

highlights speeches made by key officials and the effect that they have had on the development 

of the Iranian society. Referring to a speech held by Muzaffar al-Din Shah Qajar (1853-1907) in 

1906, Tabatabai says: “The speech highlighted key ideas, which have since become important tenets of Iranian 

thinking … Generations of incapable and corrupt rulers, the remarks emphasized, had stymied progress toward 

these goals and made their attainment even more vital.” (Tabatabai 2020, p. 56). Here, Tabatabai identifies 

the importance of the speech and how the content has had influence over Iranian thinking.   

 

Professor Saeid Golkar at Northwestern University presents a thorough analysis of the Iranian 

paramilitary organization, the Basij, in Captive Society: The Basij Militia and Social Control in Iran 

(Golkar 2005). Golkar showcases how the Basij’s senior cadre conducts a step-by-step 

indoctrination of recruits through classes and seminars held by Basij officials and Islamic 

Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) commanders (Golkar 2015, pp. 55-74). Golkar highlights 

that one of the most important results of the ideologization training is the concept of “knowledge 

of the enemy” ( يسانش نمشد ), which is “an evitable component” of the ideological-political training 

(Golkar 2015, p. 65).  
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Discourse analysis in Farsi has not been as explored as discourse analysis in general. However, 

there are comprehensive studies on Farsi discourse. In A Study of Persian Discourse Structure from 

Uppsala University, John Roberts presents a “study how various discourse functions, such as cohesion, 

referentiality, information flow and grounding, are realized by linguistic means in the sentence structure of Persian” 

(Roberts 2009, p. 1). As Roberts research sheds light on Persian discourse through a linguistic 

approach to “link discourse structures to sentence structure in a coherent way” (Roberts 2009, p. 1), this 

thesis is focuses on discourses analysis as ideology analysis.  

 
4.2 Theoretical base 

The theoretical base for this thesis is theories on discourse analysis as ideology analysis. Dutch 

scholar Teun van Dijk has conducted extensive research in this field and his theory on discourse 

analysis as ideology analysis will be accounted for below.  

 

In his article Ideological Discourse Analysis published in New Courant (1995a), van Dijk argues that 

ideology can be uncovered “by close reading, understanding or systematic analysis” (van Dijk 1995a, p. 

135) and that it should be presupposed that those structures of discourse relate to structures of 

society. Ideological discourse aims at systematically link structures of discourse with structures of 

ideology (van Dijk 1995a, p. 143). van Dijk makes a point in saying that many can detect ideology 

in discourse without advanced previous knowledge in a topic, but ideology discourse analysis will 

allow a systematical identification those discourses (van Dijk 1995a, p. 143). It should be noted 

that van Dijk’s studies on discourse analysis as ideology analysis were originally presented with 

racism as referred ideology, but it remains interchangeably applicable for other ideologies when 

extracting ideology from discourse.  

 

Here, a note on the definition of ideology is in order. van Dijk argues that ideology is “a system 

that is at the basis of the social-political cognition of groups” (van Dijk 1995a, p. 138). Mathematician 

James Lindsay and political speaker and writer Helen Pluckrose, who have studied the use of 

discourse analysis in Cynical Theories – How Universities Made Everything about Race, Gender and Identity 

and Why This Harms Everybody (Lindsay and Pluckrose 2020) define ideology as “philosophy plus 

moral imperative” (Lindsay and Pluckrose 2020, p. 188). On the characteristics of ideology, van 

Dijk states that “ideologies organize social group attitudes consisting of schematically organized general opinions 

about relevant social issues, such as abortion, nuclear energy or affirmative action (van Dijk 1995a, p. 138). As 

such, van Dijk also argues that ideologies do not necessarily have to be subcategorized under well 

known -isms, such as communism or liberalism – ideologies (or systems) covering most or all 

aspects of society but can be limited to “a few basic principles” (van Dijk 1995a, p. 140). van Dijk 
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also published related theories on discourse analysis as ideology analysis in his article Ideological 

Discourse Analysis (van Dijk 2006).  

 

Besides his theory on discourse analysis as ideology analysis, van Dijk published a method on 

how to detect ideology in discourses. The method was published in Language and Peace (van Dijk 

1995b). In it, van Dijk argues that besides “non-verbal semiotic message”, ideologies are expressed and 

“reproduced in discourse and communication” (van Dijk 1995b, p. 18). van Dijk argues that ideology is 

the framework for “organizing social cognitions shared by its members of social groups, organizations or 

institution” (van Dijk 1995b, p. 19). In this sense, ideology has both a societal and cognitive 

function; 

 

They essentially function as the interface between the cognitive representations and 

processes underlying discourse and action, on the one hand, and the societal position 

and interests of social groups, on the other hand. This conception of ideology also 

allows us to establish the crucial link between macrolevel analyses of groups, social 

formations and social structure, and microlevel studies of situated, individual 

interaction and discourse (van Dijk 1995b, p. 19).  

 

Ideology may be expressed in text and talk and that discourses function to help create new, or 

confirm preexisting, ideologies (van Dijk 1995b, p. 22). In practice, this means that (written or 

spoken) language can be structured in a way that are relevant “for an efficient expression or persuasive 

communication of ideology” (van Dijk 1995b, p. 22). Language and discourse possess structural 

possibilities, argues van Dijk, “to emphasize and de-emphasize information” which in turn ideologically 

control opinions of ingroups and outgroups (van Dijk 1995b, p. 145).  

 

In order to detect ideologized passages, a set of criteria needs to be determined, i.e., expressions 

of opinions, interests, perspectives. van Dijk suggests that the construction of an “us versus them” 

narrative accelerates a linguistic construction of ideology. In order to trace ideological 

construction in languages, van Dijk has identified nine categories to do so, namely; surface 

structures, syntax structures, lexical structures, local semantic structures, global semantic and 

topic structures, schematic structures, rhetoric structures, pragmatic structures and dialogical 

interaction structures (van Dijk 1995b, pp. 23-31). While all these structures are relevant to detect 

ideology construction through discourse, this thesis will present a carefully chosen selection of 
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these structures and arguments why these are sufficient to investigate Shamkhani’s speeches. This 

will be accounted for in Chapter 4.3 below.   

 

Discourse analysis as theoretical base in linguistic studies is not immune to criticism. Turkish 

international relations professors Bahar Rumelili and Aydın-Düzgit argues that while discourse 

analysis’ provides valuable contributions in understanding political speeches, there is always a risk 

the objectivity suffers. Rumelili and Aydın-Düzgit state that discourse analysis is primarily a 

qualitative method and not a quantitative method, which means that discourse analysis inevitably 

faces the issue of sampling. Rumelili and Aydın-Düzgi argue that in practice, this means that 

“typical” texts tend to be subjects for discourse analyses, even though there are no clear definition 

typical (Rumelili and Aydın-Düzgit 2019, pp. 300-301). This issue can be somewhat tamed if the 

discourse analyst has prior knowledge or experience of the material and can therefor decide 

where a sample is typical or not, but the risk of arbitrary selected material remains. There is also 

criticism that discourse analysis can be (consciously or unconsciously) used to engage political 

argumentation instead of academic research (Rumelili and Aydın-Düzgit 2019, pp. 300-301). In 

Cynical Theories, Lindsay and Pluckrose raise further criticism against discourse analysis. They 

argue that discourse analysis critically investigates text with a predetermined result in mind. 

Instead of asking: “Did x take place?”, discourse analysis can legitimize questions like: “How did x 

manifest itself in this situation?”, before establishing whether x had occurred or not (Lindsay and 

Pluckrose 2020, p. 232). For that reason, discourse analysis might ascribe a text meaning that, in 

reality, is not there.  

 

This criticism is valid but as seen in the theoretical framework below, aforementioned risks can 

be mitigated by focusing on explicit language, rather than searching for implicit meanings. For 

this thesis, discourse analysis remains a valid theoretical base in the attempts of identifying 

whether or not Shamkhani is constructing ideology. Avoiding subjectivity should remain a 

priority in academic research in general, in sociological, political and linguistic research in 

particular, but important information or tendencies will hopefully still be extracted thorough 

chosen theoretical base. As for the need of prior knowledge of the context in which the analyzed 

material takes place, the author remains hopeful that sufficient and relevant background 

information and context is provided in this thesis to make it both informative and valuable.  
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4.3 Theoretical framework 

Distilled from theoretical base as outlined above, this thesis will use the following theoretical 

framework. The framework is based on the nine discourse structures presented by van Dijk (van 

Dijk 1995b, pp. 23-31). This thesis will use five of the nine structures. The contents of these 

structure are presented below, followed by a short comment on why the remaining four 

structures are excluded. The following five structures will be used: 

• Syntax structures 

• Lexical structures 

• Local semantic structures 

• Schematic structures  

• Rhetoric structures  

Identifying these five discursive structures on chosen material in this thesis is sufficient to 

construct ideological discourses. Isolated application of a single structure will highlight a specific 

ideologically discursive trait, whereas the structures combined will ascertain ideological discourse. 

  

Analyzing syntax structures serves several purposes when tracing ideology in discourse. Firstly, 

syntax structures disclose responsibility through responsible agent. Through word order, this 

becomes apparent in a language such as Farsi, where the subject holds an initial position in the 

sentence (explicit expression of responsible agent might be omitted in Farsi but is nevertheless 

present). This is also easily identified through the conjugation of verb where the subject is 

revealed. Responsibility, or perhaps lack thereof, is also detected through the use of passive 

voice; a grammatical tense that distance an agent from an action. To clarify who is being referred 

to, van Dijk differentiates between the ingroup, which is the group the language producer 

belongs to, and the outgroup, which is the other. Analyzing responsible agent should therefore be 

a valuable tool. Furthermore, Iranian official rhetoric is far from uniform and officials can use 

exaggerated and demeaning names such as “Great Satan” when referring to the USA. They can 

also showcase utmost sensibility and diplomatic finesse as seen in the nuclear negotiations. 

Syntax structures also encompass complexity of language. This will be more difficult to analyze 

since complexity can sometimes be necessary. It could be assumed that the public speeches are 

directed to the public and not subject matter experts. Overly complex discourses might therefore 

give insights in the shaping of ideology (van Dijk 1995b, p. 25). 

 

The lexical structures, van Dijk argues, are one of the most apparent links between language and 

ideological discourses. When referring to the ingroup, language users can choose between a wide 
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array or words depending on discourse genre, personal context (mood), social context (formality, 

familiarity) and sociocultural contexts (sociolect). A well-used political example is the word pair 

“freedom fighter – terrorist”; two expressions referring to the exact same object but with two 

completely different words. Slurs and derogatory wording of the outgroup and praising of the 

ingroup also fall within the lexical structures (van Dijk 1995b, p. 26). Political and military 

discourse can differentiate between the use of the word “weapon” – where the ingroup’s 

weapons are peaceful to safeguard security, whereas the outgroup’s weaponry arsenal is “threats”. 

 

Local semantic structures refer to ideologically controlled representations of a situation. Albeit closely 

related to lexical structures, in practice, local semantic structures refer not only to the choice of 

words but of complete explicit and implicit sentences. Ideological discourse can also be detected 

through implicitness. van Dijk argues that negative facts about the ingroup tend to be implicit, 

whereas negative facts about the outgroup tend to be explicit. The same is true for the opposite; 

positive facts about the ingroup are explicit and positive facts about the outgroup is implicit (van 

Dijk 1995b, pp. 26-27). This thesis will however not investigate what is not being said, unless 

necessary. 

 

The purely discursive schematic structures will be able to present clues on priority. This structure 

needs to be analyzed with caution. In printed media, the most important message tends to come 

first (through a headline for example). In speeches, the most pressing subject might not be the 

first addressed, since there might be rhetorical reason to cover a topic later. Nevertheless, this 

remains an important structure to analyze in order to detect ideologization (van Dijk 1995b, pp. 

28-29). 

 

The rhetoric structure is straightforward through rhyme, alliteration, repetitions as well as over- and 

understatements, hyperbole, euphemisms and litotes. Apart from traditional forms of discourse 

analysis, there is no hidden meaning or deconstructive necessity to identify rhetoric structure as 

ideological analysis (van Dijk 1995b, p. 30). 

 

For this thesis, the below discursive structures are excluded for the following reasons.  

• Surface structures include fonts, colors and iconography found in written text such as 

newspapers or pamphlets and this fall outside the scope of this thesis.  

• Global semantics and topic structures do fall inside the scope of detecting ideology in SNSC 

speeches, but it can safely be assumed that global or political events affecting Iran will be 
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covered by Iranian official speeches. Other structures will be sufficient to identify 

ideology construction.  

• Pragmatic structures main feature is the inferiorization of outgroups and is already covered 

in semantic structures. 

• Dialogical interaction structures are applicable on dialogues and falls outside the scope of this 

thesis.  
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5. Method 
Initially, the speeches, as available, will be analyzed in order to gain a better understanding of 

their contents and context. Carefully chosen examples from the three speeches will be presented 

in writing and analyzed one by one. Each speech will be given a short introduction for the 

purpose of contextualizing the purpose of the speech and the content. After relevant passages 

have been selected, they will be presented in Farsi, followed by an English translation conducted 

by the author. The theoretical framework as outlined in Chapter 4.3 will be applied on the 

examples of each speech. This means that the analysis will highlight passages where a search for 

chosen five structures (syntax structures, lexical structures, local semantic structure, rhetoric 

structures and schematic structures) as defined by van Dijk is successful. By doing this, it will be 

possible to analyse passages in the speeches that might contain traces of how ideology is being 

constructed. When it is possible to make an identification, it will be clearly stated. It is not 

expected that all five structures will be identified in all examples. The absences of a structure will 

not be commented, unless it could be expected that such a structure would exist but does not. 

The translations aim at capturing meaning of the original Farsi language, unless it is necessary for 

the sake of the analysis to make literal translation of specific words or sentences. After the 

examples have been presented in Farsi and English, an analysis of the example will follow. After 

all examples have been analysed, a summary of that speech will be presented.  

 

The first two speeches are presented orally by Shamkhani and during the course of this thesis, no 

written transcriptions in full have been found. The written transcription to Persian, and 

subsequent translation to English in the examples as presented below are conducted by the 

author. The timing of the example from Shamkhani’s speech is presented in the beginning of the 

examples. In the oral speeches, Shamkhani occasionally uses colloquial Farsi which made it at 

times difficult to translate. However, this has hopefully not affected the analysis of those 

passages. However, the extract of the speeches that constitute the material in this thesis is 

arguably enough in order to answer the research question. The analysis of the three speeches will 

be followed by a discussion presented in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 will attempt to present concluding 

remarks on discourse analysis as ideology analysis in Farsi and what future research would be able 

to tell us.  
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6. Analysis 
6.1 Speech 1 

The first speech took place on 4 November 2017 and concerns the JCPoA.  

 

6.1.1 Example One 

(00:00 – 00:11) 

 .تشاد دنھاوخن رب اھ تلاخد و اھ ترارش نیا زا تسد اھنا ,تسا ینیسح و تسا یناریا ،ناریا تلم ھک ینامز ات 

”As long as the Iranian state is Iranian and of Hussein, they will not stop interfering and their malevolence.”  

 

This sentence clearly separates the ingroup from the outgroup. By analyzing the syntax structures, 

it is possible to identify an active voice for the ingroup, as expressed in “will not stop interfering” (  رب

تشاد دنھاوخن ). The Iranian verb ( نتشادرب ) is in 3rd person plural. It is however common that 

singular, non-animalic nouns take plural verb endings, especially in spoken Farsi. It is further 

evident that Iran is considered the ingroup. It is further possible to identify lexical structures as a 

method of linguistically construct ideology. Shamkhani uses the words “Iranian state” ( ناریا تلم ), 

instead of just Iran, to highlights the country’s sovereignty. He uses the negative coded words 

“malevolence” or “evil” ( ترارش ) and “intrusion” ( تلاخد ) together with “hands of” ( زا تسد ). This 

discourse indicates an ambition to vilify the outgroup that implicitly is trying to destroy the 

Iranian state. Traces of rhetoric structure can also be identified. After Shamkhani says “As long as 

the Iranian state is Iranian”, he goes on saying: “and of Hussein” ( تسا ینیسح و ). This is a religious 

reference to the grandson of the prophet Mohammad; Hussein ibn Ali, the first prophet of Shia 

Islam. Saying that something is of Hussein is positively encoded and means that it is a result of the 

Prophet. By making these references to Hussein/the Prophet, Shamkhani is also suggested to 

ideologize his speech. Another example rhetoric structure is the expression “is Iranian and of 

Hussein”: ( تسا ینیسح و تسا یناریا ).  

 

6.1.2 Example Two 

(00:12 – 00:27) 

 یعافد تاعوضوم ،ماجرب تارکاذم رد یا ھلئسم چیھ ھکنیارب دننک یم دیکات نایناھج ،ماجرب ندوب ەرکاذم لباق ریغ رب

 .تسین ەرکاذم لباق یکشومو یا ھقطنمو

“The world emphasizes that the JCPoA is non-negotiable. They emphasize that topic in the agreement, such as 

defense, regional matters, and missiles, are non-negotiable.”  
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This passage is a slightly difficult to decipher, but interesting, nonetheless. Shamkhani talks about 

the JCPoA and its negotiability – especially its negotiability related to the “world” ( نایناھج ) other 

issues commonly associated with Iranian security, such as defense issues, regional conflicts and 

the country’s missile program. Firstly, it should be noted that Shamkhani uses the plural version 

of world ( نایناھج ) instead of singular mode ( ناھج ). This is merely a mode of expressing oneself 

when referring to the world and should not be considered a reference to multiple worlds. 

Secondly, Shamkhani chooses not to call them conflicts or issues, but rather ”topics” ( تاعوضوم ); 

this falls under the lexical structure. Interestingly, Shamkhani chose to use words that are 

commonly associated with topics Iranian representatives not always mention, such as the 

“negotiability” ( هراذم ) and “defence” ( یعافد ) and “missiles” ( کشوم ). This suggests that there is a local 

semantic structure in his speech through controlling the narrative of these controversial topics. 

As per van Dijk’s criteria for local semantic structures, it can present when constructing a 

narrative. Furthermore, Shamkhani wants to build a narrative stating that the rest of the world is 

committed to the JCPoA by “emphasizing” ( دننک یم دیکات ) that other topics, such as defense and 

missile programs, are off limits.  

 

6.1.3 Summary Speech 1 

This quantity of material in this speech is low, but as presented above, it provides valuable 

insights on whether Shamkhani is constructing ideology in this speech. In the first example, it 

was possible to detect how ideology was constructed through both syntax structures and lexical 

structures, as well as rhetoric structures. Apart from the latter, the same structures are also visible 

in the second example, as is an example of local sematic structure. While these examples do not 

present any surprising discoveries, they serve as good examples of discourse analysis as ideology 

analysis.   

 

6.2 Speech 2 

The second speech took place on 17 December 2017 and mainly concerns human rights in Iran.  

 

6.2.1 Example One  

(0.13 – 0.28) 

 دوجو ھعماج یھارمھ شتواضق ھب تبسن ھک دشاب ھتشاد نانیمطا دناوتیمن یضاق نوچ ،ھک دیوگیم ار نیا ام یمومع راکفا

  .دنک یم دروخ رب ینالعا ریغ ار نیا ، تشاد دھاوخ دوجو ای دراد

“This is our official opinion; since the judge cannot be sure that the society agrees with him or will agree with him, 

he does not announce his verdict publicly.”  
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As with example 6.1.2, this passage can appear enigmatic, but a closer look will identify any 

attempts to construct ideology. The syntax structure tells that Shamkhani, or at least his office, 

has an opinion, through the active voice, and the active use of pronominal suffix: “our official 

opinion” ( ام یمومع راکفا ). As for all syntax structures with active voice for ingroups, this signals 

responsibility. The passage “since the judge cannot be sure” ( دشاب ھتشاد نانیمطا دناوتیمن یضاق نوچ ) is 

interesting to analyse. Here, Shamkhani states that the judge cannot be sure whether or not “the 

society” ( ھعماج ) is in agreement with him or not. This discourse separates the judge and the public 

from one another. Also, this discourse leads to a conclusion; since the judge cannot be sure that 

he has the public trust, the judge does not announce a trial verdict in public. This phrasing 

further separates the regime from the populace.  

 

The last part of the example; “he does not announce his verdict publicly” ( دنک یم دروخ رب ینالعا ریغ ار نیا ), 

where the ( نیا ), refers to the verdict, likely means that the sentencing will be held behind closed 

doors or remain unpublic. This passage serves as a good example of when even key passages 

should not be discursively analysed, touching upon Lindsay and Pluckrose’s criticism towards 

discourse analysis. In this passage, Shamkhani bluntly states that the judge cannot be sure of 

public support (for verdicts) and therefore keep trials and/or verdicts closed to the public. This is 

merely a public official declaring how things are, rather how things ought to be.  

 

6.2.2 Example Two 

(0.32 – 0.44)  

 هوق متسیس رد یراتخاس نینچ ھکیلاح رد ؟دنروایب هانپ اجک ھب ،دندوب یکاش ھییاضق هوق ھب تبسن رگا ھک دنتسین علطم مدرم

 .میدرکن یدج یناسر عالطا اما ،تسھ ھییاضق

“The people are unaware; where do they turn if they want to complain about the judiciary. Even though such a 

structure in the judiciary system exists, we do not inform them properly.”  

 

The most striking observation in this passage is how Shamkhani linguistically separate himself 

from the public, as he did between the judge and the people in previous example. Shamkhani 

makes it clear that “the people are unaware” ( دنتسین علطم مدرم ). In this formulation, Shamkhani 

separates himself from the “the people” ( مدرم ). His separation from the public could not be 

determined with certainty had it not been for his 1st person plural ending in “we do not inform them 

properly” ( میدرکن یدج یناسر عالطا ). Should this be expressed as they, the verb would be conjugated 

according to 3rd person plural ending ( دندرکن ). This can de facto be seen as accurate; the secretary 
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of the SNSC could safely assumed to be separated from the public in many different ways. It is 

here tempting to ask: “Why would Shamkhani distance himself from the public?”, but a question 

of equal interest is: “Why would Shamkhani not distance himself from the public?”. These issues 

will be methodically discussed in Chapter 7. The distance to the public is further emphasized 

when Shamkhani says that “such a structure in the judiciary system exists” (  رد یراتخاس نینچ ھکیلاح رد

تسھ ھییاضق هوق متسیس ), but that the officials are not properly informing the people.   

 

As for syntax structures, Shamkhani does use active voice for the ingroup when talking about the 

provision of information, as seen in the extracts in the paragraph above. As for “the people are 

unaware” ( دنتسین علطم مدرم ), Shamkhani stresses that the people are not aware, rather than do not have 

information ( دنرادن عالطا مدرم ). This creates further distance between Shamkhani and the subjects, 

by indicating that they are not something, instead of not having something.  

 

Lastly, this example also contains highly idiomatic and close to poetic discourse seen in the 

wording “where do they turn?” ( ؟دنروایب هانپ اجک ھب ). In reality, this question asks where the people 

should go if they would like to complain about the juridical system - later on, Shamkhani says 

that there are channels should one wish to file a complaint. However, Shamkhani is here quoted 

as literary saying “where do the find shelter?” or ”where do they take refuge?” from ( ندروآ هانپ ). Instead of 

simply asking where people should go to deal with an administrative task, he asks where they 

should find shelter, or merely safety. This discourse suggests that Shamkhani knows beforehand 

that the task of filing complaints is doomed to fail and that the people, instead of contacting the 

right governmental office, should find shelter since there is no way out. Shamkhani knows that 

the “people” are chanceless against the judiciary, partly because they “do not inform them properly”. 

( میدرکن یدج یناسر عالطا اما ). To apply van Dijk’s discursive tools on this, the outgroup is merely 

the own people. The unadjusted description of the judiciary further distances the people from the 

official Iran. 

 

6.2.3 Example Three 

(00:56 – 01:43) 

 شرافس یضاق کی ھب دنناوتیم .دننکب دنناوت یم راک ھمھ ،فلتخم یاھ هدر رد ،ناریا یمالسا یروھمج نیلوئسم دنیوگیم

 ار یزابرس دنناوتیم .دننک یگدیسر رید ،دننک یگدیسر شھب دوز ار یا هدنورپ دنناوتیم ،دریگب کبس ار هدنورپ ھک دننک

 ھبش کی دنناوت یم .دننکب لوبق ار هدشن لوبق روکنک رد ھک یناوج ای ،دنھدب تمدخ ھگرب شھب ،دنکب تمدخ ھکنیا نودب

 مدرم ھب ردقچ رھ الاح و تسھ مدرم نھذ رد ”اھ میناوت یم“ نیا و .دنکب ادیپ راشرس تورث ،دز دنویپ ناشھاب یسک رگا
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 ھب کیدزن یسک رگا .مینک ھلباقم نیا اب دیاب ام ”...هدرک ینالف و تسین روطنیا دیوگیم ،متسین یراک نیا نم اباب“ ،مییوگب

 .تسا ربمغیپ نانز مکح شمکح ،درک یداصتقا یاطخ یلوئسم

 
“It is said that the officials of the Islamic Republics of Iran can in different positions do everything. They are 

capable of doing everything. They can urge a judge to take a case lightly. They can handle a case quickly or slowly. 

They can say that a man who has not completed military service has done so, or that someone who has not passed 

the entry exams to university has done so. In one night, one can earn a fortune if someone joins them. And this “we 

can” is well known amongst the people. Now, we say to each other: “Listen, I do not do that kind of thing”. 

What he/she says is not true. Someone has done it. We have to combat this. If someone close to an official commits 

a financial crime, his sentence should be the same as the sentences of the Prophet’s wives.  

 

At a first glance, this passage does not make much sense. When Shamkhani held the speech, it 

appears as if Shamkhani went off script and shifted from public speaking to personal reasoning. 

This makes this example particularly interesting to look at since it could indicate how he 

personally interpret the topic, and not what his official position expects him to express. This 

particular passage deserves a short introduction before investigating ideological discourse in his 

speech. It should be mentioned that Shamkhani uses heavy colloquial Farsi when speaking, which 

makes the analysis more challenging to conduct.  

 

Shamkhani’s reasoning is concentrated around the structure of the Iranian society. Initially, he 

states that Iranian officials in Iran can do everything depending on position and that nothing is 

impossible for them to do. He then mentions how the judiciary can treat different cases (  شھب دوز

دننک یگدیسر رید ،دننک یگدیسر ). He then moves on to say that someone who has not conducted 

(mandatory) military service ( دنکب تمدخ ) can have records of having done so and one who has not 

passed the entry exams to Iranian universities ( روکنک ) has records showing that they have. Until 

now, he has spoken about how people, including officials, have bent the formal rules and 

procedures for own benefit. Now, Shamkhani shifts focus toward the people’s relations to 

aforementioned facts. In the passage “Listen, I do not do that kind of thing” ( تسین یراک نیا نم اباب ), 

Shamkhani is directly quoting the people whom Shamkhani imagines are saying that they do not 

abuse the system for their own good. Shamkhani immediately after states that the people who are 

saying that they are not involved in this corruption are not telling the truth, and that we, referring 

to himself and the people as one, need to combat this. He finalizes it by saying that even people 

close to officials should be held accountable and receive the same sentences as the wives of the 

Prophet. As mentioned at the end of this example, the reference to the Prophet’s wives is likely a 
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way of expressing that people who conduct financial crimes close to officials should be 

scrutinized as closely as the wives of the Prophet.   

 

As for van Dijk’s syntax structure, in this example, Shamkhani talks about the “officials of the 

Islamic Republic of Iran” ( ناریا یم السا یروھمج نیلوئسم ) in 3rd person plural, as shown in its 

corresponding conjugation of the verb “say” ( دنیوگیم ). Looking at the following sentences, it is 

possible that this “they” is referring to officials of the judiciary since he talks about the juridical 

procedures ( دننک شرافس یضاق کی ھب ). However, later in the text Shamkhani switches to 1st person 

plural when saying “we have to stifle this” ( مینک ھلباقم نیا اب دیاب ام ). This switch in agent is likely the 

result of the switch of the referred subject (from they as in the judiciary to we as in the public 

officials). Later on, Shamkhani says that “we have to combat this” ( مینک ھلباقم نیا اب دیاب ام ), where 

this is referring to the administrative shortcuts the Iranian public takes. These examples showcase 

a lack of consistency in references to the outgroup and ingroup.  

 

It appears as if Shamkhani is not constructing ideology through lexical structure, even though this 

structure is one of the more easily applied. Instead, Shamkhani expresses a fairly unpolished view 

of the country’s judicial branch when he says that a case can either be handled swiftly or slowly 

( دننک یگدیسر رید ،دننک یگدیسر شھب دوز ار یا هدنورپ دنناوتیم ). The reference to the wives of the Prophet 

at the end ( تسا ربمغیپ نانز مکح شمکح ), could be reference to the Islamic in the Islamic Republic, 

but should be viewed as a historical expression, rather than an ideological one.  

The local semantic structure stipulates that through discourse, a certain event or phenomenon 

should be explained through an advantageous discourse for the ingroup and disadvantageous 

discourse for the outgroup. This does not take place here. One could imagine that when 

discussing human rights in Iran, as this speech does, Iranian officials would shun topics pointing 

at own issues.  

 

6.2.4 Summary Speech 2 

In comparison to Speech 1, this speech contained more material. The major finding worth 

highlight is the absence of consistent and plentiful ideology discourse. The direct and crude 

discourse of the Iranian society in general, the Islamic Republic’s judiciary branch in general 

shows a prominent lack of ideologized discourse. It can be assumed that most Iranian officials 

dismiss discussions on issues, in this case human right issues, unless they can turn it into their 

advantage, by, for example, pinpointing a human rights situation even worse than the one in Iran. 
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When looking at responsible agents, it was possible to detect active voices, even for occurrence 

that implicitly criticizes the regime or its representatives.  

 

 
6.3 Speech 3 

The third speech took place on 19 December 2018 in Vali Asr Mosque in Teheran. The speech 

concerns the tenth anniversary of late Ayatollah Gholam Hossein Jami. Ayatollah Jami was an 

imam at a mosque in Abadan, a southwestern Iranian city close to the Iraqi border and which 

faced substantial destruction during the Iran-Iraq war. 

 

6.3.1 Example One   

 یاھراوید یور رب مادص نادابآ زا رت نیئاپ یمک ،دوب العا دح رد یزاس مھو ییاون مھ ،یتسیزمھ نیا نامز نآ رد

 دوب نارود نآ ھب طوبرم مینامب ات میا هدمآ راعش نیا ،دوش ھتسکش دیاب نادابآ رصح ،مینامب ھک میا هدمآ دوب ھتشون رھشمرخ

 تمواقم کی اما ،تسین ھناسفا اھنیا و دوب هریغ و اذغ و تشادھب رقف ،اھدوبمک عاونا ،هرصاحم و پوت و ھسمخ ھسمخ ھک

 ھک دوب ھمھ لوبق عطقم نآ رد دروم ماما طسوت هدش نایب دربھار نیا و دوب مھ دربھار و تھج ،تشاد دوجو مھ لاعف

 .دوش ھتسکش دیاب نادابآ رصح

“In these times, coexistence flourished. Somewhat further down of Abadan, Saddam had written “We have come 

to stay” on the walls of Khorramshahr. Abadan’s barricade must be broken. That slogan belonged to that time of 

grenades, siege, all kinds of shortcomings, lack of health and food and other necessities. This is not a myth, and 

there was resistance. There were also directions and a strategy in place; a strategy stipulated by the imam which 

everyone supported: Abadan’s barricade must be broken.” 

 

In this passage, Shamkhani explicitly highlights the positive responsibility of the ingroup and the 

negative responsibility of the outgroup, as per van Dijk’s syntax structure. In the final passages of 

the example, syntax structure is exemplified by Shamkhani highlighting the popular support of 

the Imam’s strategy ( دوب ھمھ لوبق عطقم نآ رد ), actively stating that the ingroup has popular support. 

Similarly, Saddam’s men (Shamkhani likely refers to the Iraqi siege of the Iranian city of Abadan) 

had written an undoubtably threatening message ( مینامب ھک میا هدمآ , we have come to stay). Furthermore, 

through lexical structure, Shamkhani ties negatively coded words, namely grenades, siege, 

shortcomings and health issues to the outgroup’s responsibility. This passage is perhaps a great 

example of local semantic structure when creating ideology through discourse. This passage 

highlight’s the ingroup’s strategy to break the siege but does not comment on why there was a 

siege in the first place, i.e., revealing that the ingroup could not defend its own territory. 
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Interestingly, Shamkhani does not add an active agent, for example we ( ام ) when he mentions 

resistance ( تمواقم ).  

 

6.3.2 Example Two  

:  اج ھمھ ھب ار یدیدج یوگلا یمالسا بالقنا ،مشاب بارعا یقرش ھھبج عفادم مھاوخ یم نم تفگ یم مادص نامز نآ رد

د. زادنیب و او  هار ھب گنج نامروشک ھیلع ھک دندرک کیرحت ار .  دنداد لوپ مادص ھب اذل دنک یم رداص  

“At that time, Saddam said that I will be the defender of the Arab eastern front. He said that the Islamic 

revolution is exporting a new paradigm everywhere, so his allies gave money to Saddam, to encourage him to wage a 

war against our country.”  

 

This section of the speech shifts focuses from the ingroup to the outgroup, which is highlighting 

Saddam Hussein’s actions. Through van Dijk’s syntax structure, Saddam Hussein is quoted as 

saying that he is “the defender of the Arab eastern front” ( مشاب بارعا یقرش ھھبج عفادم مھاوخ یم نم ). This 

passage shows that Saddam Hussein is an active agent (through quotation) which is an active part 

against the Iranian forces. This discourse clearly suggests that Saddam Hussein took an active 

role against Iran, which is an active role of something negative since it is directed at something 

positive (Iran). This passage can be broken down further when looking at lexical structures. The 

word “defender” ( عفادم ) can be considered a vilification for the same argument as above. As for the 

next sentence, it is possible to make similar findings. In “the Islamic Revolution is exporting a new 

paradigm everywhere,” ( دنک یم رداص اج ھمھ ھب ار یدیدج یوگلا یمالسا بالقنا ), Saddam, through 

Shamkhani’s speech, is again vilifying Iran by underlining the threat Iraq perceived the Islamic 

Revolution to be. This particular passage is also a well-placed and indirect reference to the words 

of the first Supreme Leader, Khamenei. In “Sahife Imam Khomeini” (Khomeini, 1989, p. 148), an 

anthology of Khomeini’s speeches, letters, communiques and interviews, Khomeini is quoted as 

saying the famous words “We will export our revolution to all the corners of the world” (  مامت ھب ار نامبالقنا ام

مینکیم رداص ناھج ) (Khomeini 1989, p. 148). This historic reference to Khomeini is clearly a local 

semantic structure as per van Dijk’s theory. The last passage is clearly structured in a way to 

evoke ideologization when Shamkhani says “to wage war against our country” (  هار ھب گنج نامروشک ھیلع

دزادنیب ). This passage consists exclusively of powerful lexicons. This passage is further a good 

example of how Shamkhani ideologizes his speech by applying local sematic structures. This 

sequence is referring to the Iran-Iraq war, and Shamkhani clearly sends the message that Saddam 

Hussein “waged a war against our country”. As per van Dijk’s criteria for local semantic structures as 

seen above, this passage clearly shows how a certain event is linguistically shaped.  
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6.3.3 Example Three  

 و مینک ظفح یریذپان میلست ینعی یربھر راعش رادم رب دیاب ار یگشیپ توکس و یلمحت دوخ ،راثیا ،ارادم ،ماجسنا ،تدحو

 یداصتقا گنج نامھ ھک یلصا گنج رب و مینکن لصا ار ھیشاح ،میریگب رظن رد یساسا لصا کی ناونع ھب دیاب ار نآ

 .تسا بالقنا زا عطقم نیا یاھ ترورض زا نیا ،مینک زکرمت تسا

“Unity, solidarity, tolerance, sacrifice, self-imposed silence should be in accordance with the nonvulnerable ideas of 

the Supreme Leader. We must consider this to be the basic principle. We should not focus on the peripheries, but 

on the original struggle, which is the economical struggle. It is among the necessities of this stage of the Revolution.”   	

The discourse in this passage, which also appears at the end of the speech, is clearly ideologized. 

As for semantic structure, Shamkhani has an active voice throughout the passage for the ingroup, 

which corresponds to the positive message Shamkhani conveys. The passage lacks any reference 

to the outgroup. As for lexical structure, there are numerous powerful words used to work in 

Shamkhani’s favour, for example “unity” ( تدحو ), “solidarity” ( ماجسنا ), “tolerance” ( ارادم ) and “sacrifice” 

( راثیا ). These are all positively encoded words and combine with the passage active tense, it 

underlines the good of the ingroup. This passage could also be a good example of the use of 

schematic structure in discourse analysis. Presented at the end of his speech, this passage intends 

to remind the ingroup of the values of the Revolution by using powerful words that also evokes 

feelings of national pride: “It is among the necessities of this stage of the Revolution” (  نیا یاھ ترورض زا نیا

تسا بالقنا زا عطقم ). This is also a reference to the original purpose of the Iranian Revolution of 

1979. The Revolution was not only supposed to be power shift and ousting of the monarch, but 

also the start of a series of events that would spread the Islamic cause globally. Concluding a 

depiction of a historical battle with an enemy (Iraq) could be expected to evoke feelings of 

national pride. Through this ending, Shamkhani not only talks about the supremacy of his 

country’s ideal; it also serves as a reminder that the revolutionary priorities must prevail.  

 

6.3.4 Summary Speech 3 

As with the previous speeches, Speech 3 also contains ideologizing discourse. It has been 

possible to detect active voice for positive actions conducted by the ingroup, as well as positively 

encoded word. The opposite, negative actions conducted by the outgroup has had active voice. 

This should not come as a surprise, since the speech is held in commemoration of a late spiritual 

leader. Shamkhani has also lexically constructed the speech to invoke ideology, by using several 

positively coded words for the ingroup and negatively encoded words for the outgroup. On this 

note, it should be mentioned that this is the only speech that clearly has an ingroup and 

outgroup, even if fragments of this syntactic substructure could be found in the previous 
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speeches. This comes as no surprise since the Iran-Iraq war serves as the speech’s platform. 

Shamkhani’s indirect reference to Khomeini’s famous quote further serves an ideologizing tool. 

Lastly, the language in Speech 3 qualifies as proper Farsi with correct syntax and conjugation. 

The language in Speech 3 is contracted in Speech 2, which merely consistently comprised of 

colloquial Farsi.  
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7. Discussion 
The purpose of this study was do determine whether or not Shamkhani is constructing ideology 

in his speeches and, if affirmative, to what extent this takes place. Three speeches have been 

investigated through van Dijk’s theory of discourse analysis as ideology analysis. In this chapter, 

the similarities and differences of the three speeches will be discussed including the topic and the 

semantic content of the speeches. This discussion will also comment on which discourse 

structures have been used by Shamkhani, and potential reasons for why they have been used. The 

discussion will conclude in a broader reasoning concerning Shamkhani’s speeches.  

 

All three speeches concern topics that are continuously relevant for Iran in general, the SNSC in 

particular. In Speech 1, Shamkhani addressed the issue of the JCPoA and its (non-) negotiability. 

This topic has been a reoccurring subject in official Iran since the US imposed financial sanctions 

in 2013. Speech 2 concerns human rights, a field for which Iran receives widespread international 

criticism (see for example Roth 2021). Speech 3 concerns the commemoration of the Iran-Iraq 

war, which still shapes the Islamic Republics national identity (Tabatabai 2020, p. 15). The topics 

of the speeches are related to national security, of which Shamkhani is a leading official.  

 

In Speech 1, Shamkhani is seen as constructing ideology through both syntax structure and 

lexical structure. The use of active voice for the ingroup’s positively coded actions (syntax 

structure), as well as the negatively coded words associated with the outgroup (lexical structure) 

are tools to construct ideology according to van Dijk’s theories. The same speech also contains 

traces of rhetoric structure. As mentioned, this speech did not contain a large quantity of 

language. Despite that, it was possible to detect the construction of ideology. During the course 

of this thesis, it has not been possible to identify the exact reason for why Shamkhani held this 

speech. No particular nuclear energy related event or phenomenon occurred by the time. Should 

Shamkhani’s speech be held as a reaction to international criticism of Iran’s compliance with the 

JCPoA, for instance, it would be possible to find explanations of the construction of ideology. 

This was not the case.  

 

In Speech 3, Shamkhani focuses on a separate topic. Shamkhani clearly (and unsurprisingly) 

vilifies Saddam Hussein and his troops because of the destruction they caused in Iran during the 

war. The consequential use of active voice for positively coded words for the ingroup, and the 

opposite for the outgroup are, just as presented in Speech 1, clear signs of ideological 

construction. When talking about the siege of Abadan, Shamkhani uses a third tool, local 
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semantic structure. By end of the speech, as seen in Example Three, Shamkhani applies a 

schematic structure when reminding the people of the “priorities of the revolution”. This speech also 

contains a clear example of local semantic structures when Shamkhani almost directly quotes 

former Supreme Leader Khomeini’s idea of exporting the Islamic Revolution to “all the corners of 

the world”.  

 

Speech 2 concerned human rights in Iran, and a careful analysis of it resulted in an outcome 

different from Speech 1 and 3. Whereas discourse as ideology production was easily detectable in 

Speech 1 and 3, it was surprisingly to a larger extent missing in Speech 2. In Example One, 

Shamkhani says that trials will be held behind closed doors. In Example Two, Shamkhani is 

quoted as saying that information about how to raise complains regarding the judiciary is 

withheld. Even in the at times incoherent Example Three, Shamkhani talks about unpredictability 

of the Iranian courts and in a remarkably unaffected way talks about the everyday corruption of 

the Iranian people and the Iranian system. The speech was nevertheless without ideologized 

structure. The speech contained syntax, lexical and local semantic structures, but it was still not as 

ideologizing as Speech 1, even though the material for Speech 2 was considerably larger. Example 

Three was merely conducted by a non-political officer rather than a senior governmental 

representative.   

 

It is unfortunately not possible to fully answer why Speech 2 is different from Speech 1 and 3. In 

order to determine causes, one would first have to look at a larger source material than used in 

this thesis. One would also need to analyze that speech as a whole, and also the purpose of the 

speech. Political context would also need to be added as a factor that might have affected the 

discourse. With that said, it is still possible to present some preliminary conclusions  

 

Firstly, Shamkhani is just a senior governmental representative. His resumé shows that he has 

held several high-ranking positions, all military related, but it can be argued that none of them 

have demanded the same art of persuasion of the public than, for example a presidential 

candidate. Shamkhani could have enjoyed respect through his rank, and not through his persona. 

Secondly, in Speech 2, Shamkhani can be seen as shifting from public speaking to reasoning in public. 

Consequently, Shamkhani is no longer presenting a standpoint, but rather reasons out loud – a 

reasoning that does not paint a flattering color on the Islamic Republic’s administrations. A 

rhetoric analysis of the speech might suggest that speaking freely is less structured than an official 

speech. While rhetorical analysis falls outside the scope of this thesis, the language discourse does 
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not. What Shamkhani says, even “off scrip” could provide valuable indications of how ideological 

his speech is when he speaks freely. And, as Speech 2 suggests, not very.  

 

While this analysis has concluded that Speech 1 and 3 contained more ideologized discourse than 

Speech 2, it does not say whether Speech and 1 and 3 are, or Speech 2 is, the exception. A larger 

study would be able to indicate whether or not Shamkhani generally constructs ideology through 

discourse, or if he only does so on rare occasions. Should the latter be accurate, Speech 1 and 2 

ought to be considered exceptions.  

 

Shamkhani’s Farsi should also be commented. The analysis showed that Speech 1, and in 

particular Speech 2, contained a larger amount of colloquial syntax. The reason for this is 

probably because the material for those speeches is directly collected from his actual speeches. 

Speech 3 is not only presented in written form, but through an official news outlet which likely 

correct any errors. In Speech 1, Shamkhani appears to follow a script, which makes it easy to 

follow. On the other side of the spectrum is Speech 2 where Shamkhani appears to speak freely. 

There are several semantical errors in his speech, especially concerning word order and verb 

conjugation. Word order and conjugation flexibility is frequent in spoken Farsi, so this should 

not be considered a criticism of Shamkhani’s linguistical capabilities. Even though this thesis 

does not include an analysis of Shamkhani’s linguistical expertise, his different use of language 

should be noted. 

 

van Dijk’s theory on discourse analysis as ideology analysis, as presented in the theoretical 

framework, does not differentiate between spoken and written language since van Dijk’s 

structures are equally applicable regardless of means of communication. Neither does it differ 

between formal and colloquial speech. However, it arguably becomes easier to work with a 

written material, since its language (syntax and allusions) is likely to be formally correct and easier 

to analyze. As is formal spoken language in comparison to informal language. One could argue 

that free reasoning, as seen in Speech 2, is more honest since it does not look for rhetorical puns 

otherwise abundant in political speeches. van Dijk’s original theory of discourse analysis as 

ideology analysis does however differentiate between spoken and written language on one 

occasion; surface structures which include iconography and placement of text on a surface. 

Neither of these structures have been relevant for this thesis. Concludingly, the theoretical 

framework of this thesis, have successfully been implemented.  
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As discussed above, the method was successful in identifying discourse analysis in the speeches. 

In order to obtain an even more accurate result, two major methodological changes could have 

been done. Firstly, one could carefully have studied speeches in full, and not just extracts. This 

would have led to a more accurate result. Unfortunately, the scope of this thesis did not allow 

that. Secondly, one could have applied the same method to a larger quantity. The analysis of this 

thesis does show that with the chosen material, Shamkhani constructs ideology in his speeches. A 

larger quantity would have been able to tell more precisely what extent this took place.  
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8. Concluding remarks 
This thesis has concluded that Shamkhani is constructing ideology through discourse in his 

speeches. The three chosen speeches took place during different circumstances and provided the 

analysis with a variety of material, both oral and written. This thesis has indicated that when 

speaking freely, Shamkhani ideologizes his discourse to a lower extent but the discussion in 

previous chapter shows that there are other factors that need proper attention before making that 

a certainty. Knowing that the Secretary of the SNSC is, to an extent, ideologizing speeches can 

give scholars of linguistics, political science and sociology alike reasons to further assess the role 

this particular office at the very top of the Iranian security apparatus. Is the Secretary a clog in the 

regime’s machinery or will the office be an independent voice to reckon with? When this thesis is 

published, the 2021 Iranian presidential election is around the corner. As with most things 

Iranian, it is close to impossible to accurately predict what the future holds. What can be said 

with somewhat certainty is that there will be a reshuffle in the governmental offices when the 

new president is sworn in. By conducting discourse analysis as ideology analysis on statements 

made by the incoming upper echelons of Iranian politics, it might be possible to both gain a 

better understanding of the course of the Ideological Republic, and the Farsi language as a 

discursive tool. 
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Appendix A  
Members of the Supreme National Security Council (as of May 2021) 

Position in SNSC  Name Ex Officio member   

Secretary Ali Shamkhani  Supreme Leader Representative  

Chairman   Hassan Rouhani President of the Republic 

Member Mohammad Bagher Ghalibaf Speaker of the Parliament 

Member Ebrahim Raisi Chief Justice of Iran 

Member Saeed Jalili Supreme Leader Representative 

Member Mohammad Bagheri Chief of the General Staff 

Member Abdulrahim Mousavi Chief of the Army  

Member Hussein Salami  Chief of the IRGC  

Member Mohammad Javad Zarif  Minister of Foreign Affairs  

Member Abdolreza Rahmani Fazli Minister of Interior  

Member Mahmoud Alavi Minister of Intelligence  

Member Mohammad Bagher Nobakht Head of Management and Planning 

Organization of Iran 

Table 1: Composition of the Supreme National Security Council (United States Institute of Peace, 

https://iranprimer.usip.org/blog/2019/apr/01/supreme-national-security-council-iran)  


